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We modelled Mercury but can we model the Earth?
Hybrid model (fluid electrons) Full PIC (kinetic electrons)

Lapenta, et al., JGR 127, e2021JA030241 (2022).
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The enabler is the implicit particle 
in cell method in iPic3D-Ecsim

1992: Celeste Lapenta, et al., PoP, 2005

2005: Parsek 2005 RD100 Prize

2010: iPic3D Markidis, Lapenta, 
MCS, 2010

2017: ECsim Lapenta, 
JCP, 2017
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Electron Current
Hybrid model (fluid electrons) Full PIC (kinetic electrons)
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North-South fly through 
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The magnetic field [Fig. 3(a)] indicates a possible twist in
the Bx and By components at the time of the E∥ event. Jz
[Fig. 3(b)] has a negative excursion causing a peak in
dissipation [Fig. 3(c)]. This event, however, may be farther
away from the EDR than the event in Fig. 1.
The plots in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) cover 10 s, during which

(from 09∶09:56 to 09∶09:58 UT) intense wave emissions are
measured in all components of E. Such emissions are
frequent on the magnetosphere side of a null in jBj or a Bz
reversal (e.g., 23). The E signal is shown for a 70 ms period
in Fig. 3(g). The E∥ signal in Fig. 3(g) is ac coupled at
65; 536 samples=s [29]. At 09∶09:57.60 a unipolar spike at
∼ − 95 mV=m (red trace) lasts for roughly 2 ms followed
by parallel fluctuations that are often adjacent to double
layers. The large fluctuations in the Ex and Ey greatly
increase the uncertainty in J · E (not shown, measured at
30 ms cadence), so we cannot conclusively determine
whether there is or is not strong dissipation in this particular
event, especially given the short duration (2 ms) of E∥.
Discussion.—The near unipolar E∥ events in Figs. 1(j)

and 3(d) differ from previous double layer observations
[37–39] in that no strong fluctuations are adjacent to the E∥
structure. Yet, the data indicate J · E > 0, which suggests a
double layer. Since Vex is >500 km=s (higher than the ion
acoustic speed) in both of those events (not displayed), it is
possible that the E∥ structures pass by the spacecraft
perpendicular to B rather than parallel to B (as often
observed [37–39]); thus, strong fluctuations associated
with accelerated electrons are not observed. It is also
possible these E∥ events are double layers that endure
for short periods so that the measured signal represents the
lifetime of the double layer.
The unipolar E∥ event in Figs. 3(f) and 3(g) has similar

characteristics to observations of double layers in the aurora
(e.g., [37]) and plasma sheet [38] in that strong fluctuations
are observed adjacent to the unipolar E∥ structure. Double
layers can develop from strong parallel currents [39] and
often imply strong dissipation (J · E > 0).
Several dozens of unipolar E∥ events have been identified

at the time of this Letter. All events are accompanied by
fluctuations in B. Since MMS high-resolution data are
selected at possible EDR regions, we do not suggest that
the occurrence of such E∥ events is limited to near an EDR.
On the other hand, strong wave activity near the EDR often
obscures identification and makes determination of
J · E > 0 difficult [e.g., Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)]. In addition, the
MMS satellites are likely to detect only a small fraction of
theE∥ structuresdue to their smallphysical size.For thisLetter,
we concentrate on E∥ events that are located near the EDR.
The proximity of E∥ events near the EDR and the

fluctuations in B suggest that these E∥ events are associated
with magnetic reconnection. The fluctuations in B suggest
flux ropes or a tangled magnetic topology, for which there
are several possible sources. One possibility is patchy
reconnection, which can develop magnetic islands in two

dimensions or flux ropes if a guide field, even small, is
present. Turbulence in the magnetosheath plasma, a
common characteristic, may also cause patchy reconnec-
tion or tangled B. Alternatively, flux ropes or tangled B
may be generated from turbulence resulting from the
reconnection process or its outflow as has been observed
in three-dimensional simulations [25,26].
The observations imply that the E∥ events are dissipating

currents that accompany B fluctuations. One hypothesis that
we explore is that the unipolar E∥ events represent secondary
reconnection, e.g., [25], that is, strong guide-field recon-
nection within a magnetic flux rope or tangled B. Once
developed, flux ropes or tangled B cannot necessarily
propagate out of the diffusion region as jets, although they
can propagate into themagnetosphere ormagnetosheath. One
possibility is that the flux ropedoes not propagate at all,which
represents island formation in two dimensions. Another
possibility, which we investigate here, is that small-scale flux
ropes or tangled B can untangle or resolve if E∥ develops.
The presence of strong, localized E∥ on just one of the

four MMS spacecraft implies that
I

E∥ · ds ≠ 0. ð1Þ

The finite integral in Eq. (1) allows a magnetic field
topology change [40,41]. Figure (4) shows a process
of untangling magnetic fields in a cylindrical case. A
localized E∥ satisfying Eq. (1) and in the direction of a
J∥ can support dissipation of the azimuthal magnetic field
(Bϕ) if ∇ × E ≠ 0. E∥ can act as secondary reconnection
only if the dissipated energy (J · E) is sufficient to relax Bϕ.
We can make a crude test from the observations, assuming
cylindrical symmetry. The energy per unit length of the Bϕ

can be represented by

WB ≃
ZRB

0

B2
ϕ

2μo
2πrdr ¼

hB2
ϕi

2μo
πR2

B ð2Þ

FIG. 4. A three-dimensional visualization of how a E∥ can
untangle a flux rope.

PRL 116, 235102 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending
10 JUNE 2016

235102-4

Ergun, R. E., et al. PRL (2016): 235102.

We use a precise reconnection identifier that is 
capable of including more complex 3D reconnection 
topologies, like tangling magnetic filed lines

Vicinity of one 3D reconnection site
Lapenta, Nature Physics, January 2023.

Lorentz Reconnection indicator 
[Lapenta, ApJ 911.2 (2021): 147].
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Electron flow lines

Lapenta, Nature Physics, January 2023.
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• Mercury-scale full PIC global models capturing both electron and ion scales 
are possible using iPic3D-ECsim.

• The electron scale particle physics induces:
üStronger and more localized currents at interfaces
üStronger energization of the electrons and the ions
üThe processes of energization are linked with streaming instabilities and 

the formation of high energy populations
üReconnection and turbulence interplay forming a myriad secondary 

reconnection sites
• Future work will need to use heterogeneous computers to model Earth (new 

TerraVirtualE ERC Advanced Grant)

Conclusions

Lapenta, et al., JGR 127, e2021JA030241 (2022).


